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Designing digital signage for the audience: 
An introduction 
 
 
Introduction 
 
Whether you are developing a digital signage network for a client or on your own behalf, there really 
is only one person that takes precedence above all others and that of course is the person you want 
to engage, the viewer. The old adage of ‘know your audience’ is as true to developing digital signage 
networks as it is for any communications method. 
   
For several years the term bandied around was ‘content is king’; today, it’s been proven time and 
time again that in fact, ‘relevance is king’ and that without relevance, people (viewers) will see little 
value in any form of communication presented to them and will turn the page, flip the channel or in 
the case of digital signage, simply look away.  
 
 
Five basic considerations 
 
In order to ensure the best chance of success there are five fundamental points worth considering 
before engaging in the process of developing a digital signage network which relate to designing for 
the viewer: 
  
1. Understanding your audience  
2. The viewing environment 
3. Designing relevant, timely and appropriate content 
4. Making it easy for viewers to view  
5. Delivering a measurable return (for the viewer) 
 
 
1. Understanding your audience  
 
Research who shops or visits a particular venue, when and how often. Does the type of audience 
change throughout the day, across a week and how frequently do they visit? Use your clients 
customer data if you can to build up a profile of you’re your viewers are likely to be. These profiles will 
inform what type of content is required at what times or in which parts of the venue enabling you 
and/or your client to be precise in targeting viewers with specific, relevant messages. 
 
  
2. The viewing environment  
 
It is imperative you conduct an audit of the physical environment in relation to how it influences the 
manner in which people move through the physical space. This has a direct bearing on any potential 
design of the network (screens and screen placement) and the content (form and function). Ask 
simple questions such as whether the venue lends itself to different types of zones to cater for 
different audience habits? For example, there maybe areas within a venue that enables a viewer to 
watch a screen for a longer period of time (i.e. in a queue or a waiting area) than perhaps the entry or 
exit to a venue. There is a direct relationship between the screen and the viewer in any physical space 
that relates to ability to see versus proximity (and clarity).  
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3. Designing relevant, timely and appropriate content 
 
Knowing who your viewers will be, what their interests & needs are and how often they may watch 
your network will inform the approach you or your client takes regarding what you are to present to 
the viewer by way of content. The flexible, dynamic nature of digital signage means that unlike 
posters and other venue-based communications, digital signage can be highly reactive to a 
businesses needs or change according to the audience which is why time is an additional and 
valuable component to the marketing opportunity. 
 
For example, If you are promoting retail products and services, can you use the screen network to 
feature particular offers based on the time of day, the day of the week or the season which makes 
the promotion relevant to the viewer, i.e. if it’s raining outside, push umbrellas. If it’s warm & sunny, 
push ice cream and sunglasses.  
 
Taking the concept of time one stage further, if you were on your lunch-break and saw an offer on a 
screen in a store or in a window that said “buy me within the ten five minutes and save 25%”, would 
you? If the same message then said “if you don’t buy me in ten minutes, you can buy me in the 
following 30 minutes but with only 10% off”; would you be more tempted to buy the product in the 
first ten minutes, the following thirty or not at all? Time can offer significant viewer value and be 
used as a significant call to action. 
 
The network should always provide helpful and useful information to the viewer to assist them in 
making better decisions which the network can do by offering advice, hints and tips. Perhaps tell 
them about the history of the brand, the venue or the products or provide them with ‘coming soon’ 
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information to ensure they visit this location rather than competitors and help viewers understand 
that your client is an expert on the subject matter. 
 
Entertain viewers where and when it is appropriate to do so. Digital signage networks have a 
commercial role to play but just like commercial television; if it isn’t interesting, informative and fun, 
viewers won’t view, so find ways to inject humor either in the content itself or in the way it is 
presented but also know when to keep it serious. 
 
Ensure that at all times what the viewer sees is correct and up to date information. There is no excuse 
for a lack of compliance in digital signage networks when it is possible to upload new content within 
a matter of hours and remove content almost immediately. There are significant commercial 
benefits to doing this but from a customer’s point of view, if it’s on the screen it must be available. 
 
Match the frequency of the repetition of the content to that of the viewer visiting the store. If 90% of 
viewers visit the venue once a week, programme the content to refresh weekly to ensure viewers see 
fresh content each time they visit. On the most part repetition is not what viewers want and certainly 
something staff do not want so avoid this as best you can.  
 
If you need to use audio, match its levels to the ambient noise in the environment but don’t compete 
with it. If a viewer can clearly hear audio, it is complementary and helps the viewer understand the 
visual message then there maybe a case for audio but just because you can it doesn’t necessarily 
follow that you should. Treat audio with care. 

 
4. Making it easy for viewers to view  
 
For a digital signage business to work at its most basic level, as many viewers as possible must be 
able to see both the screens and the content on those screens without making any effort 
whatsoever. The more effort that’s required on behalf of the viewer will mean the harder your 
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network has to try to engage them and the more likely you will loose viewers, they’re not obliged to 
look at your screens after all. If only 50% of your potential viewers are able to see the screen at a 
given point, you have already reduced the commercial opportunity of that screen by half.  
 
The best outcome for any physical deployment is therefore to ensure that all screens and their 
content can be clearly seen without hindrance 100% of the time, specifically:  
 
¥ 100% direct line of sight from maximum to minimum viewing distance 
¥ 100% at eye-level (level relative to distance; does not involve ‘head turning’) 
¥ High clarity of screen image (no pixilation, no reflection) 
¥ Correct colour settings (e.g. to enable a ‘true-life’ presentation) 
 
Not forgetting that the physical size of a screen used 
should be based on a mix of the above balanced 
against budget.  
 
Consider choosing a screen that offers the right level 
of image quality for its use. Screens closer to the 
shoppers’ field of vision may require higher quality 
screens than those further away. Image quality is 
relative to the viewing opportunity and the intrinsic 
limitation of human eyesight (do you really need a HD 
screen if viewers are 20m+ away from it?). 
 
However, HD maybe appropriate to show suitably 
high quality content if the quality is part of the overall 
proposition e.g. selling high definition 
televisions/monitors, so choose the format most 
appropriate to the needs of the viewer or the 
customer. 
 
5. Delivering a measurable return  
     (for the viewer) 
 
Viewers are phenomenally media savvy. They are active users of digital communication and trade 
digitally every day (they create websites, they blog, they text, they email, they use PVRs, they create 
their own DVDs etc) and consequently the growing trend is for the audience to be more critical of 
what is presented to them. 
  
There are many different ways networks measure commercial return, be that increasing viewer 
spend, increasing the time viewers spend in the venue, facilitating repeat visits or engaging enough 
viewers to attract advertising spend to name a few. This is all of course pointless if the network does 
not provide tangible qualitative reasons for the viewer to view, namely:  
 
“Don’t make it hard for me to watch you” 
“When I do watch you, show me something relevant to me” 
“Save me money” 
“Save me time, don’t waste my time” 
“Help me make better decisions” 
“Tell me something new, innovative and interesting” 
“Give me ideas” 
 
Build your network to cater for these needs and you are significantly likely to create viewer value 
which in turn will generate all of the positive numbers required to validate almost all business cases 
relating to the deployment of digital signage networks.  
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About the Imperative Group 
 
The Imperative Group is an independent provider of management, marketing and business 
development services to the retail, media, private television, broadcast and digital out of home 
media sectors. 

The business provides a wide range of critical and complementary business development services to 
out of home media owners, suppliers and technology providers looking to develop new or existing 
business through the use of highly experienced, relevant and skilled outsourced resources.  

Structured into four key sub-brands, the group provides skills and competencies focused on a 
specific process that makes up the ‘ideas to implementation’ approach, which can be accessed in 
whole or in-part by clients depending upon needs, timescales and budgets. These processes include 
early stage conceptualisation (thinking), early-stage NPD and pilot realisation (delivery), 
development of new or existing out of home media business (doing) and measuring/verifying 
progress for results to be re-invested for future development (insight).  

The group draws on over 10 years of practical experience gained specifically in retail & out of home 
media networks (inc radio and digital screen media), directly related to a wide variety of key 
competencies including new product development, project management, marketing, press 
relations, insight management and business development. 

To date, the group’s considerable experience has been gained through working for retail and out of 
home owners, operators and practitioners including Sainsbury’s, Viacom (Now CBS Outdoor), Mood 
Media, Butcher & Gundersen, Applied Television, How and Why, CAN Media (which includes 
StoreCast Media, Innov8 Solutions and The Life Channel), Scala (EMEA), Premier Retail Networks 
(Thomson PRN) and POPAIdigital (UK & Ireland). 
 
This experience has then been applied on their behalf to a wide range of retail and out of home 
media network brands in the UK and US including BPtv, Pret, The Mall Corporation, Tesco TV, Shell, 
Jewson TV, Kroger, Safeway and Shaws.   
 
The Imperative Group is a full member of the Point of Purchase Advertising International (POPAI) 
association (UK & Ireland), is an active member on POPAIdigital’s planning & management forum 
and contributes to the POPAI US Advocacy committee.  
 
For further information on the Imperative Group, and previous experience please visit 
www.imperativegroup.com or download a short credentials presentation in PDF format via this link:  
http://www.imperativegroup.com/news/Introducing%20the%20Imperative%20Group.pdf 


